Abstract. Many proteins exhibit sequence periodicity, often correlated with a visible structural periodicity. The statistical significance of such periodicity can be assessed by means of a chi-squared-based test, with significance thresholds being calculated from shuffled sequences. Comparison of the complete proteomes of 45 species reveals striking differences in the proportion of periodic proteins and the intensity of the most significant periodicities. Eukaryotes tend to have a higher proportion of periodic proteins than eubacteria, which in turn tend to have more than archaea. The intensity of periodicity in the most periodic proteins is also greatest in eukaryotes. By contrast, the relatively small group of periodic proteins in archaea also tend to be weakly periodic compared to those of eukaryotes and eubacteria. Exceptions to this general rule are found in those prokaryotes with multicellular life-cycle phases, e.g., Methanosarcina sp., or Anabaena sp., which have more periodicities than prokaryotes in general, and in unicellular eukaryotes, which have fewer than multicellular eukaryotes. The distribution of significantly periodic proteins in eukaryotes is over a wide range of period lengths, whereas prokaryotic proteins typically have a more limited set of period lengths. This is further investigated by repeating the analysis on the NRL-3D database of proteins of solved structure. Some short-range periodicities are explicable in terms of basic secondary structure, e.g., alpha helices, while middle-range periodicities are frequently found to consist of known short Pfam domains, e.g., leucinerich repeats, tetratricopeptides or armadillo domains. However, not all can be explained in this way.
Introduction
Almost as soon as protein sequences began to be determined, it was observed that many proteins have a tendency to periodicity in their sequences (Eck and Dayhoff 1966; Zimmerman et al. 1968) . The most extreme examples of periodicity are proteins with invariant, or near-invariant, tandem repeats, e.g., polyubiquitin genes in eukaryotes, encoding direct repeats of 76 amino acids. Most periodicities, however, are rather more subtle and frequently not visible to the naked eye and are termed ''cryptic periodicities'' (Gatherer and McEwan 2003) or ''latent periodicities'' (Korotkova et al. 1999; Laskin et al. 2003) . Over the years, debate has occurred concerning the extent of such periodicity, its origins, and its functional significance. With the increasing availability of solved protein structures, it has become apparent that many sequence periodicities reflect structural periodicities. These range from repeats of large domains down to the common short-range periodicity at n = 7 due to alpha helices (McLachlan and Stewart 1976; Gruber and Lupas 2003) and which may simply indicate a protein rich in coiled-coil regions.
Controversy soon arose concerning the origins of such periodicity. Some (Ycas 1976; Barker and Dayhoff 1977; Ivanov and Ivanov 1980; Ohno 1984 Ohno , 1988 viewed periodicity as a coincidental phenomenon, deriving from the hypothesized origins of proteins from more literally repetitive concatenations of sequences encoding small oligopeptides. Such concatenations were proposed to have occurred at the dawn of cellular life, in what White and Jacobs (1993) referred to as the ''protein synthetic big bang.'' An examination of the distribution of protein sequence lengths by Trifonov (1985) led to a similar conclusion. By contrast, others emphasized functional explanations in terms of secondary structure (Zhurkin 1981; Eisenberg et al. 1984) . These may be characterized as broadly neutralist and selectionist theories, respectively, or as referred to by White and Jacobs (1993) , the ''starter set hypothesis'' and ''random origins hypothesis.'' Under the starter set hypothesis, following the ''protein synthetic big bang'' literally repetitive proteins in early cellular organisms accumulated mutations, thus weakening periodicity over evolutionary time. It was therefore predicted that residual weak ''cryptic'' or ''latent'' periodicity should be commonly found in proteins and that this periodicity need not have any explanation in terms of natural selection on the current or past function of the protein. Pursuing the ''protein synthetic big bang'' metaphor, we refer to this as the ''periodicity background radiation'' or the ''aftersound'' (Laskin et al. 2003) . By contrast, the random origins hypothesis claimed that periodicity arose out of nonrepetitive sequence where consistent selection pressure for a repetitive structure was applied. In such a case, periodicity in those proteins would strengthen over evolutionary time, it would be much more rarely encountered, and it would almost always have some functional explanation. There would therefore be no periodicity background radiation effect.
The original debate was conducted in the context of a model of genome evolution that essentially involved only point mutation and simple insertion/ deletion events. This model has shifted considerably in the last two decades, with the discovery that genomic DNA is subject to many mechanisms of rearrangement and amplification, referred to by Dover (2002) as ''mechanisms of DNA turnover'' and the realization that such events may have consequences for protein function and ultimately even human molecular disease (Ashley and Warren 1995) . Horizontal transmission has also become known as an important factor in the acquisition of novel genetic function, particularly in prokaryotes. It is thus not necessary to require only a single ''big bang,'' followed by some billions of years of simple mutation and selection, but also possible to envisage several ''mini-bangs'' during the intervening period caused by amplification events, replication slippage, retrotransposition, mobile element-mediated duplication, etc. However, if there really were an original ''big bang,'' the periodicity background radiation effect would still be predicted, regardless of any subsequent ''mini-bangs.'' More recent events would then presumably be seen as stronger periodicities, overlaid on a general background of cryptic periodicity.
An early survey of periodicity in 38 protein sequences from a wide variety of organisms was by Ivanov and Ivanov (1980) , who concluded that it was widespread within their data set. Specifically in bacteria, Vaara (1992) identified eight proteins with periodicity at n = 6. By contrast, White and Jacobs (1993) used a Run Test to identify proteins with composition deviating from randomness and were able to find evidence of nonrandom distribution in no more than 10% of their set of 1789 unrelated sequences. Since periodic sequences are nonrandom in composition, a Run Test might be expected to identify them (as well as identify other types of nonrandom sequence), and this may therefore be taken as some evidence against widespread periodicity. Recently, with the availability of much larger sets of predicted protein sequences, a variety of approaches has been used, notably informational entropy (Korotkova et al. 1999) , and oligopeptide word frequencies (Katti et al. 2000) . All of these have detected a range of periodicities in a wide variety of data sets. Korotkova et al. (1999) estimated that 10% of proteins in SwissProt were periodic, matching the figure of White and Jacobs (1993) .
The first examination of periodicity in a complete predicted protein set (''proteome'') of a single species was by Gatherer and McEwan (2003) . The E. coli proteome has no periodicity background radiation, contrary to the prediction of the neutralist starter set hypothesis. The number of proteins judged periodic at the 5% and 1% significance levels is similar in both the real E. coli proteome and a randomly generated proteome with identical amino acid composition. Nevertheless, at the 0.1% significance level, the E. coli proteome has severalfold more periodic proteins than random sequence, thus revealing the existence of some truly periodic proteins in a largely nonperiodic proteome. This does not necessarily refute the neutralist theory, since it may be that the passage of evolutionary time has been long enough to erase any traces of ancestral tandem repeat origin in the majority of proteins, i.e., the background radiation has simply faded away. However, it does imply that the issue may be undecidable simply by reference to modern proteins and that on balance the selectionist theory is more likely.
In order to determine if these conclusions previously obtained from E. coli are generally applicable, we examined 45 complete proteomes, including an updated version of the E. coli proteome. Species were chosen to include representatives of all three superkingdoms (''superkingdom'' is used to designate the most fundamental division of the cellular tree of life, following the NCBI Taxonomy nomenclature (http:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/Browser/wwwtax. cgi?mode=Root). The extent of periodicity, the strength of periodicity in the most periodic proteins, and the distribution of significant periodicities over different period lengths, were all examined.
Methods
Forty-five complete proteomes were downloaded on 19 December 2003, from the EBI proteomes page (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/proteome: this Web page no longer exists, but an equivalent is now available at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/integr8). Here, the word ''proteome'' is used as shorthand for the complete predicted protein set of each genome. Where available, the nonredundant TrEMBL and Swiss-Prot sets were obtained. These were converted into the sixletter Dayhoff alphabet (Stanfel 1996) , using the OddCodes.pm module from BioPerl (http://www.bioperl.org). The Dayhoff alphabet clusters the amino acids as follows into six groups: C, AGPST, DENQ, HKR, ILMV, and FWY.
A chi-squared test compares the position-specific occurrence of each of the six Dayhoff residue categories in the protein with its expected occurrence under a null hypothesis of equal distribution.
Yates correction is applied wherever the expected values are less than 5 and the difference between observed and expected is greater than 0.5. Significance is assessed by automated reference to chisquared tables. For degrees of freedom greater than 30, the FisherYates approximation is used to generate a z-score. Periodicity was measured from n = 2 to n = 100. Fuller details are given in our previous paper (Gatherer and McEwan 2003) .
The z-score thresholds for 5, 1, and 0.1% significance were determined empirically for each proteome, by shuffling each protein and repeating the chi-squared test. This differs from the procedure previously adopted (Gatherer and McEwan 2003) , where a randomly generated proteome, with the same compositional content as the E. coli proteome, was used as a negative control. The shuffling process provides a better negative control, since it removes any potential artifacts due to differing protein length distribution, or compositional content, of each proteome (which can occur, data not shown). As an additional negative control, a randomly generated proteome was scanned for periodicities, then shuffled and re-examined. The proportion of periodicities in both shuffled and nonshuffled random sequences is essentially identical, thus confirming that shuffling does not introduce any additional artifacts (data not shown). Two further differences between the method reported here and our original method (Gatherer and McEwan 2003) are that periodicity is here measured from n = 2 to n = 100, rather than only up to n = 50, and also that only a single alphabet is used instead of nine alternative alphabets. The Dayhoff alphabet is chosen from the original nine because it reflects likely substitution patterns in evolution. This is relevant given the original ''big bang'' hypothesis of descent of periodicities from ancestral tandem repeats.
In order to analyze the potential relationship between periodic sequence and periodic structure, NRL-3D (Pattabiraman et al. 1990 ), a database comprising the sequences of proteins available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) of solved 3D structures (Berman et al. 2000) , was also analyzed in the same way. Pfam hidden Markov model-defined domains (Bateman et al. 2004 ) were determined by reference to the Pfam Web site (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Pfam).
The overall distribution of periodicities in each species, the ''periodicity profile,'' was determined by subtracting the number of periodicities at the 1% significance level, for each value of n, from the corresponding number in the shuffled proteome. This corrects for the slight tendency of shuffled sequence to have more periodicities at low values of n (data not shown).
The full list of periodic proteins for each of the 45 species and Perl scripts for periodicity analysis are freely available from the authors (mail to: d.gatherer@vir.gla.ac.uk).
Results and Discussion

Extent of Periodicity in 45 Proteomes
The summary of the periodic proportions of each proteome at the 5, 1, and 0.1% significance levels are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, respectively. It should be remembered that there is no qualitative gap between periodic and nonperiodic sequences. Inevitably some false positives will arise by random chance with probability equal to the significance level, and likewise some proteins in which a periodicity is functionally genuine, but statistically weak, will be missed.
The overall pattern for most species is indicative of a rather small number of periodic proteins within a nonperiodic majority, as previously seen in E. coli (Gatherer and McEwan 2003) . Nevertheless, it is clear that this periodic set is not the same size in all species, and that some species seem to lack it altogether. Eukaryotes (colored black in Figs. 1-3) tend to be more periodicity-rich than the two prokaryote superkingdoms and archaea (colored white in Figs. 1-3) tend to be relatively periodicity-poor. This effect becomes more pronounced as the significance level decreases, but a Mann-Whitney U-test shows that it is statistically significant (p<0.05) at all three periodicity thresholds displayed. This statistical significance level is weak enough to merit a future reanalysis when more fully sequenced genomes become available. However, even in the most periodicity-rich proteome it should be noted that in excess of 91% of proteins are not significantly periodic, even at the 5% level. It is therefore clear that the most radical prediction of the starter set theory of protein periodicity, that periodicity should be found in a majority of proteins, thus constituting a periodicity background radiation, is not supported by evidence from any of the 45 species examined. This corroborates the evidence of White and Jacobs (1993) that only 10% of a set of nearly 2000 unrelated protein sequences from various species was distinguishable from random sequence in a Run Test, which would also be expected to detect periodic proteins. A slightly higher estimate of periodicity, at 30% for human genes in the EMBL database, was previously obtained by Korotkov et al. (1997) . However, that analysis was done on DNA rather than protein sequences, and using a different algorithm.
The human proteome has the highest percentage of periodic proteins at all three significance levels ( Figs. 1-3) . The mouse proteome takes second place, except at the 5% level where it is the third most periodicity-rich ( Fig. 1) . At the opposite extreme, an archaeal species is the most periodicity-poor at all three significance levels ( Figs. 1-3) . At the 0.1% level, seven of the eight most periodicity-poor proteomes are archaeal (Fig. 3) . However, there are exceptions to this general tendency. Methanosarcina acetivorans, despite being archaeal, is the third most periodicityrich proteome at the 1% and 0.1% significance levels, and the fifth richest at the 5% level (Figs. 1-3 ). Furthermore, a small number of eukaryotes tend to be periodicity-poor. For instance, at both the 5% and the 1% significance levels (Figs. 1 and 2) the eukaryotic species Guillardia theta, a cryptomonad, and Encephalitozoon cuniculi, a microsporidium, are found near the bottom of the table. It is notable that those eukaryotes that are relatively periodicity-poor are unicellular. Conversely, Methanosarcina mazei and M. acetivorans have proportions of periodic proteins comparable to those of multicellular eukaryotes. These two species are part of the family Methanosarcinaceae, the only known archaeal family to form multicellular structures (Galagan et al. 2002) . It is also notable that the eubacterial species with the highest proportion of significantly periodic proteins at the 1% and 0.1% levels is Anabaena, being in both cases the fifth most periodic species of 45 (Figs. 2 and 3), and which may also adopt a multicellular form under certain circumstances (Golden and Yoon 2003) . These conclusions remain tentative owing to the relatively small number of quasi-multicellular prokaryotic, and unicellular eukaryotic, genomes currently completely sequenced. A further analysis would be desirable once more genomes of these types become available.
There are also similarities and dissimilarities in the periodicity content of related species. For instance, the human and mouse proteomes are close together at all three significance levels (Figs. 1-3). By contrast, three members of the archaeal genus Pyrococcus exhibit some divergence. P. furiosus and P. horikoshii are among the most periodicity-poor species at the 5 and 1% levels (Figs. 1 and 2), whereas P. abyssi is relatively periodicity-rich. Similarly, Thermoplasma volcanicum has many more periodicities than Thermoplasma acidophilum at the 0.1% level (Fig. 3) . In fact, the latter has no convincing periodicities at all at the 0.1% level.
Intensity of Maximum Periodicities
In shuffled proteomes, periodicity scores rarely exceed z = 4. A real periodic protein may have a zscore approaching 100. However, such intense periodicities are not found in all proteomes. Figure 4 shows the maximum z-score found in each of the 45 species. The tendency for eukaryotes, especially multicellular eukaryotes, to have proportionally more periodic proteins (Figs. 1-3) is seen to be mirrored by their tendency to have stronger z-scores (Fig. 4) . The Mann-Whitney U-test confirms that this is statistically significant (p < 0.01). Once again, it might be desirable to repeat the analysis once more completely sequenced genomes become available, in order to strengthen this significance level. The top six species in terms of highest z-score are all eukaryotes five of which are multicellular. Conversely, six of the bottom nine are archaeal.
On further examination, such very high z-scores are seen to be always the products of long (i.e., high values of n), near-perfect repeats. Examples occur in all three superkingdoms, although in the handful of archaeal species considered, they are virtually confined to the genus Methanosarcina. However, in multicellular eukaryotes, such long periodicities tend to be longer and more perfectly repetitive than in eubacteria or archaea. For example, the human apolipoprotein A precursor (APOA_HUMAN) has 32 near-identical copies of a 114-mer Kringle domain (Pfam PF00051), producing a z-score of 94.9. Nothing matches this in any prokaryote. The nearest equivalent is the hypothetical protein Q9I2M3 in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which has 18 slightly variable copies of an 82-mer Pfam-B_29 element, giving a z-score of 38.1. The most periodic archaeal protein is found in Methanosarcina acetivorans hypothetical protein MA3293 (Q8TKV1), which has 12 variable copies of a 48-mer containing a 34-mer tetratricopeptide (Pfam PF00515), giving a z-score of 31.9.
By contrast, in the cryptomonad unicellular eukaryote Guillardia theta, the maximum periodicity is barely above that found in shuffled sequence. This is also true for the four archaeal species, Thermo- plasma acidophlium, Thermosplama volcanicum, Methanopyrus kandleri, and Pyrococcus furiosus. This also serves to illustrate how the strength of the maximum periodicity and the number of significant periodicities are not necessarily related. Thermoplasma volcanicum has 0.6% of its proteins significant at the 0.1% level (Fig. 3) , indicating a reasonable core of significantly periodic proteins, and placing it 16th of 45 species at the 0.1% level. However, this core of periodic proteins is mostly weak in its z-scores, and at low values of n. Overall, those species with proportionally fewer periodic proteins also tend to have weaker periodicities in those proteins.
If the maximally periodic proteins in each species are examined, many of the periodic elements may be seen to be known sequence domains listed in the Pfam database (Bateman et al. 2004) . For instance, the 114-mer periodicity in human apolipoprotein A precursor, mentioned above, is caused by a series of Kringle domains (Pfam PF00051). Those cases where the maximally periodic protein has an identifiable repetitive Pfam domain, or can be explained by some other known repetitive element, are listed in Table 1 . In total, in the most periodic proteins of 23 of the 45 species, the periodic element can be identified as a repeated Pfam domain. Additionally, in a further three species, the periodicity in the most periodic protein can be identified as being the result of alpha helices. The tetratricopeptide, or TPR, domain (PF00515) is responsible for the strongest periodicity in a total of six species-Aquifex aeolicus (hypothetical protein AQ_854; O67021), Methanobacterium thermautotrophicum (O-linked GlcNAc transferase; O26176), Methanococcus janaschii (hypothetical protein MJ1345; YD45_METJA), Methanosarcina acetivorans (hypothetical protein MA3293; Q8TKV1), Methanosarcina mazei (conserved hypothetical protein; Q8Q0F8), and Pasteurella multocida (hypothetical protein PM2006; Q9CJJ9)-of which it is notable that four are archaea. Periodicity at n = 17 and multiples are frequently encountered in all three superkingdoms, especially in Methanosarcina acetivorans, M. mazei, Methanococcus thermautotrophicum, Anabaena sp. and Schizosaccharomyces pombe. TPR is thus an important periodic domain across a wide phylogenetic spectrum. In fact, of the 71 proteins significantly periodic at the 0.1% level in M. acetivorans, 19 are periodic as a consequence of the presence of multiple TPR domains. The periodic length associated with the TPR domain need not necessarily be n = 34. Within the M. acetivorans hypothetical protein MA3293 (Q8TKV1) the periodicity is actually n = 48, a 34-mer TPR domain alternating regularly with 14 residues of spacer. In Pasteurella multocida hypothetical protein PM2006 (Q9CJJ9), two residues of spacer are found on the end of each TPR, thus giving a periodicity of n = 36.
Pentapeptide repeats are responsible for the most periodic protein in a further three species. In the eubacteria Yersinia pestis and Rickettsia prowazekii, the pentapeptide repeats are from Pfam family PF00805, and in the eukaryote Caenorhabditis elegans, they are GETHR repeats from family PF05671. In a further four species, Shigella flexneri, Pyrococcus abysii, Pyrococcus horikoshii, and Archaeoglobus fulgidus, a single methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein (MCP) signaling domain (Pfam PF00015) is found in the most periodic protein. Although this is not a repeated domain, it is probable that its high content of alpha helices is the cause of the periodicity at n = 7. As well as relatively well-characterized Pfam-A domains, some periodicities appear to be the result of repetitions of the Prodom-derived Pfam-B domains. In E. coli, the hypothetical protein ECs0371 (YAHH_ECOLI) is the most strongly periodic, scoring z = 8.2 at n = 31, caused by three nearperfect repeats of a Pfam-B_31546 domain. This surpasses the periodicity of z = 7.5 at n = 7, found in a side tail fiber protein homolog from lambdoid prophage (STFR_ECOLI), the ''winning protein'' in an earlier draft of the E. coli proteome, identified in our previous paper (Gatherer and McEwan 2003) . A single copy of the same 31-mer Pfam-B_31546 element is also found in the hypothetical protein ecs0371 (Q8X367).
However, periodicity is not always easy to correlate with Pfam domains. In Agrobacterium tumifaciens, the most periodic protein is ice-nucleation protein homolog (Q8U8W4), with z = 35.7 at n = 8 and multiples, caused by repetitions of a few apparently unrelated 64-mers, each 64-mer being represented a handful of times. This protein is a complex mixture of Pfam-B domains, of which the boundaries do not reflect those of the 64-mers. In this particular case, it is suggested that the periodicity analysis perhaps reveals more about the protein's internal structure than Pfam-B. In some cases, there are no Pfam domains of any kind to be seen. For instance, the most periodic protein in Pyrobaculum aerophilum is PaREPV (Q8ZY83), with a z-score of 10.3 at n = 25, caused by a set of eight slightly variable 25-mers in the middle third of the protein. There is no Pfam domain in this protein, except for a short stretch of Pfam-B_47108 in the extreme N-terminus, which is outside the periodic region. There is also no protein in the PDB that is significantly periodic at n = 25, so there is no model anywhere for such a periodicity. In Clostridium tetani, putative sialidase EC 3.2.1.18 (Q898J4) has a periodicity of z = 10.4 at n = 45, caused by six slightly variable copies of a 45-mer covering the entire protein except for the first 22 residues, but has no Pfam domains.
Structural Correlates of Periodicities
Where a protein is periodic at n, it will necessarily be periodic at multiples of n, although the z-score will be lower (except in cases where the repeat is perfect). We refer to this as the ''multiple effect.'' This effect is not peculiar to our algorithm but can be seen in other algorithms for calculating periodicity (e.g., Fig. 2 of Coward and Drablos 1998) . Examination of the distribution of repeats over all values of n tested, which we refer to as the ''periodicity profile,'' permits the identification of possible families of periodic proteins. The word ''family'' must be used with caution here, as it must not be taken to imply homology by des- cent, but merely a group of proteins with the same significant periodic length. In 17 of the 45 species, n = 7 is the major such group. This is not likely to represent a gene family but rather to reflect the 7-mer periodicity known to exist in alpha helices. In the PDB, this may be seen in structures such as 1C1G (pig tropomyosin [ Fig. 5A ]), having a periodicity of z = 9.9 at n = 7. Similarly, periodicity at n = 11 may also involve alpha helices, e.g., in 1AV1 (apolipoprotein A [ Fig. 5B] ), where z = 8.8. It is important to note, however, that not all periodicities at multiples of 7 or 11 are necessarily ''multiple effects.'' For instance, in the PDB, 1BK6 (yeast karyopherin A chain [ Fig. 5C ]) has a periodicity of z = 5.4 at n = 42, and the periodicity corresponds to an armadillo/beta-catenin-like repeat domain (Pfam PF00514). Although the armadillo domain is constructed largely of alpha helix, and is therefore also periodic at n = 7, the periodicity at n = 42 is not a ''multiple effect,'' since it is stronger than the periodicity at n = 7 in that protein. 1MEY chain F (a designed protein representing a consensus of zinc finger proteins [ Fig. 5D ]) has a periodicity of z = 4.7 at n = 28, corresponding to a C2H2-type zinc finger (Pfam PF00096) which has both alpha-helix and beta-sheet elements. 1D0B (Listeria monocytogenes internalin [ Fig. 5E ]) with a periodicity of 7.7 at n = 22 represents a leucine-rich repeat (LRR, Pfam PF00560), also with both alpha and beta structure, and is not a multiple effect of an alpha-helical periodicity at n = 11. Even when a structure is not available in PDB, it is sometimes possible to speculate about structure by reference to Pfam. For instance, the most periodic protein found in Porphyromonas gingivalis is a leucine-rich protein (Q7MTS7), at n = 22 with a z-score of 12.1. In the absence of any other evidence, the only speculation that could be made would be that this was a multiple effect of alpha-helical periodicity at n = 11. However, the periodic region also corresponds to a leucine-rich repeat Pfam domain. This suggests that the structure of Q7MTS7 may be similar to that of 1D0B. It is notable that the z-score of Q7MTS7 is much greater than that of 1D0B. This is because 1D0B only has 8 leucine-rich repeats, as opposed to 17 in Q7MTS7. The LRR domains in Q7MTS7 are also identical, whereas those in 1D0B are considerably divergent. This suggests that an application of knowledge of periodicity may be found in homology modeling. However, there are also several ''families'' of periodicities that cannot be compared to any structures in PDB, since no significant periodicities at those values of n are found in the PDB. These include the groups periodic at n = 23 and n = 42 in Streptomyces coelicolor, at n = 31 in E. coli, at n = 39 in Schizosaccharomyces pombe, at n =33 in Bacillus cereus, and at n = 23 in Drosophila melanogaster and Methanosarcina acetivorans. However, Pfam analysis reveals that in no case are all of the members of the above ''families'' in any one species periodic due to a single kind of repeat or Pfam domain. Rather, there are often a handful of different kinds of periodic elements that can generate periodicity at any particular value of n (results not shown). It has been suggested (Del Carpio-Munoz and Carbajal 2002) that periodicity may be useful in detection of remote homologies. The above observations imply that it would be wise to combine this method with a Pfam analysis, in order to avoid being misled by unrelated periodic elements that share the same value of n.
Comparison of Periodicity in Related Species
It is interesting to observe the similarity between the periodicity profile at the 1% level, in human and mouse (Fig. 6) . Although the human proteome has more periodicities than the mouse, the pattern of peaks is virtually identical. The only discrepancy is a slightly elevated number at n = 35 in the human proteome. By contrast, two members of the genus Bacillus, B. cereus and B. anthracis (Figs. 7A and B) , have very different profiles. The most periodic protein in B. cereus, collagen adhesion protein (Q81GX1), does not appear to be present in B. anthracis, as the latter has no protein significantly periodic at n = 93. This was confirmed by BLAST searches; BLASTP found no homologous B. anthracis protein, and TBLASTN found no region of the B. anthracis genome capable of coding for such a homologue.
This situation in Bacillus is mirrored in the genus Methanosarcina, by M. acetivorans and M. mazei (Figs. 7C and D) , the only archaea with substantial numbers of periodic proteins. There are also visible differences among the three members of the genus Fig. 5 . Ribbon diagrams of the tertiary structure of periodic proteins referred to in the text. A 1C1G, pig tropomyosin, periodicity of z = 9.9 at n = 7. B 1AV1, human apolipoprotein A, periodicity of z = 8.8 at n = 11. C 1BK6, yeast karyopherin, periodicity of z = 5.4 at n = 42. D 1MEY, synthetic zinc finger protein, periodicity of z = 4.7 at n = 28. E 1DOB, Listeria iternalin, periodicity of z = 7.7 at n = 22. F 1A8P, Azotobacter NADPH\:ferredoxin oxidoreductase, periodicity of z = 3.4 at z = 5.
Pyrococcus studied here, P. furiosus, P. horikoshii, and P. abyssi (Fig. 8) , the two members of the genus Sulfolobus, S. tokodaii and S. solfataricus ( Fig. 9C  and B) , and the two members of the genus Thermoplasma, T. volcanicum and T. acidophilum (Figs. 9C and D) . However in Pyrococcus and Sulfolobus, there are few significant periodicities. In Pyrococcus furiosus the maximum periodicity is z = 4.0 in acetyl/acyl transferase-related protein (Q8U2R4). This is caused by the presence of the bacterial transferase hexapeptide (Pfam PF00132). The consensus sequence for this short repetitive element is [LIV]-G-X(4). P. horikoshii, by contrast, is one of several species which have a methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein (in this case O59504) as the most periodic protein. This is alpha helix-rich and therefore scores z = 7.8 at n = 7. The top four periodic proteins in P. horikoshii (O59504, O58181, O58196, O58227) are all periodic at n = 7. These constitute a family of methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins found in P. horikoshii but not in P. furiosus. BLAST searches confirm that no sequence capable of coding for a homologue of these proteins is found in the P. furiosus genome. In P. abyssi, the situation appears most similar to P. horikoshii, with a family of proteins periodic at n = 7 and its multiples occupying the top 5 spaces in its periodicity table (Q9UYB8, Q9UYFO, Q9V1K4, Q9UYF8, Q9UYE0). These are all methylaccepting chemotaxis proteins, and homologues of the corresponding top periodic proteins in P. horikoshii. T. acidophilum acetolactate synthase large chain related protein (Q9HKB0) gives the highest zscore in this species at z = 3.1, less than the maximum z-score in the shuffled version of this proteome.
Short-Range Periodicities Apparently Not Correlated with Structure
The above summary has concentrated on cases where the periodicity can be explained by either a demonstrated repetitive structure found in the PDB, as a Pfam domain, or as a known periodic secondary structural feature such as an alpha helix. However, there are many cases where significant ''short-range'' periodicities are seen, defined here as a periodicity of n = 9 or less. Many of these are immediately visible on inspection as simple repetitive elements. For instance, in Treponema pallidum the most periodic protein, hypothetical protein TP0470 (O83483), has three TPR Pfam domains, but also a periodicity of z = 10.3 at n = 8 and multiples, caused by the presence of the octapeptide RKEAEEAR in 17 exact copies and 1 slight variant, in the C-terminal half of the protein. Another strong example is the periodicity at n = 6, z = 9.1, in hypothetical protein ma1459 (Q8TQT1) in Methanosarcina acetivorans. Such regions are often identified in Pfam as ''low complexity.'' A few of these are common enough to be classifiable as Pfam domains in their own right, for instance, the pentapeptide repeats mentioned above, or the bacterial transferase hexapeptide (PF00132) which is present in the most periodic protein of Pyrococcus furiosus, acetyl/acyl transferase-related protein (Q8U2R4). As well as short-range low complexity periodicities, there are occurrences of longer periodicities within Pfam low-complexity regions. For instance, in Pasteurella multocida, electron transport complex protein rnfC (RNFC_PASMU) has a moderately long periodic length of n = 24, z = 5.2, and the region is classified as low complexity. In eukaryotes, Schizosaccharomyces pombe hypothetical serine/threonine repeat containing protein (Q9HDY9) has a periodicity of z = 17.8 at n = 36 within a Pfam low-complexity region.
A third class of short periodicities exists, however, which are not low complexity and are not correlated with any obvious repetitive structural element. As an illustration of this, consider 1A8P from PDB (Fig. 5F ), described as NADPH:ferredoxin oxidoreductase from Azotobacter vinelandii. This structure does not appear to be structurally periodic on visible inspection, but has a z-score of 3.4 at period n = 5, and is thus 1 of the 20 proteins in the PDB that are significantly periodic at the 0.1% level. If converted to the Dayhoff alphabet, the position-specific occurrence of each residue is tabulated in Table 2 , with the expected occurrence under the null hypothesis of equiprobability (exp) and the chi-squareds for the Fig. 6 . Perioidicity profiles for mouse (A) and human (B) proteomes. This is the number of proteins significantly periodic at the 1% level, plotted against the value of n at which they are most significantly periodic. Note the similarity of the profiles, and the peak at n = 35 found in human but not mouse.
rows and columns (chi pos, chi res) calculated using the CHITEST function in Microsoft Excel. Table 2 shows that positions 2, 3, and 4 all deviate from the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level. Position 5, by contrast, has a distribution of Dayhoff residues very close to the expected. Also, the distribution of the third (DENQ) and sixth (FWY) Dayhoff clusters deviates from equiprobability at the 5% level, and the fifth (ILMV) cluster at the 1% level. Therefore the overall significant periodicity of protein 1A8P is caused principally by the excess of the fifth Dayhoff cluster (ILMV) in positions 3 and 4 of a 5-mer period length. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 . It can be seen that these residues are distributed along the length of the protein.
This class of repeat provides the most typical example of what was predicted by the neutral model of protein periodicity, i.e., a steady background of subtle sequence periodicity in a protein that has evolved a nonperiodic structure. Such proteins are, however, relatively rare, as they constitute a minority of periodic proteins, which themselves are only a small part of a largely nonperiodic proteome in all species. . This is the number of proteins significantly periodic at the 1% level, plotted against the value of n at which they are most significantly periodic. Fig. 8 . Periodicity profiles for Pyrococcus furiosus (A), Pyrococcus horikoshii (B), and Pyrococcus abyssi (C). This is the number of proteins significantly periodic at the 1% level, plotted against the value of n at which they are most significantly periodic. Fig. 9 . Periodicity profiles for Sulfolobus tokodaii (A), Sulfolobus solfataricus (B), Thermoplasma volcanicum (C), and Thermoplasma acidophilum (D). This is the number of proteins significantly periodic at the 1% level, plotted against the value of n at which they are most significantly periodic.
Conclusions and Potential Evolutionary Significance
In summary, our previous analysis of periodicity in E. coli (Gatherer and McEwan 2003) demonstrated that this species has a core of significantly periodic proteins within a mainly nonperiodic proteome. The present reanalysis of the updated E. coli proteome, in comparison with 44 other species from all three superkingdoms of life, demonstrates that the pattern of periodicity in E. coli is typical of many eubacteria (Figs. 1-3) . However, this comparison also reveals that many eukaryotes and archaea differ noticeably from the initial E. coli example. In particular, there are proportionally more periodic proteins in eukaryotes, especially multicellular eukaryotes, and most of the species with a low proportion of periodic proteins are archaea. Second, in those species with plentiful periodicities, the periodicities tend to be stronger. Third, the distribution of periodicities over n is also variable, in some cases reflecting phylogenetic relationships, e.g., in the similarity of human and mouse, and in other cases failing to do so, e.g., in the genus Bacillus. Fourth, there are some periodicities that recur in numerous species, e.g., n = 7, 11, or 34. Finally, it is possible to relate many periodicities to known structures in the PDB or known domains in Pfam, but others are more difficult to explain.
The central conclusion of the present study is that there is no ubiquitous ''periodicity background radiation'' to be found in any of the 45 proteomes studied. This is evidence against the ''protein synthetic big bang'' (terminology of White and Jacobs 1993). However, it remains possible, or even probable given what is now known about mechanisms of DNA turnover (Dover 2002) , that ''mini-bang'' events may have taken place at different times. The presence of strongly periodic elements in a minority of proteins is difficult to explain unless some mechanism of internal duplication is involved. Since many of these periodic elements are literally repetitive, or exhibit a high degree of conservation, either they must be due to recent duplication events, upon which mutational drift has not had time to become apparent, or they must be relics of older events that have been strongly preserved by natural selection. Where the periodic elements are Pfam domains or other typical structures, natural selection would seem to be the most plausible explanation. In addition to strongly periodic elements, there are also some proteins exhibiting periodicity, particularly short-range periodicity (low n), not correlated with structure, for instance, 1A8P, described above, or the heat shock proteins discussed by Ohno (1988) . This is more difficult to explain by natural selection, and may represent a decaying relic of much older duplications. However, it is confined to a minority of significantly periodic proteins, which are themselves a small minority of proteins as a whole, so it is impossible to infer any ''protein synthetic big bang'' with confidence. It is also possible that the ''protein synthetic big bang'' simply occurred too long ago to have left any traces in modern proteins. The opposing ''random origins hypothesis'' (White and Jacobs 1993) is more consonant with the overall findings of the present study, but it would be Note. Exp: the expected position-specific occurrence under the null hypothesis of equiprobable distribution. Chi pos: the p-value for the chisquared calculation for each position. Chi res: the p-value for the chi-squared calculation for each residue. Boldface: significant at the 5% level. Boldface underline: significant at the 1% level. very difficult to defend the idea that it is the exclusive mechanism, simply because many periodicities are so strong and because it is known that DNA is not just subject to point mutation. Evolving a literal repetitivity out of a random background sequence simply by accumulation of mutations would seem to be impossible except under the most ferocious and consistent natural selection.
The correlation coefficient between the number of proteins in each species and the maximum z-score in that species is 0.732, with a t-test demonstrating that the correlation is statistically significant (p < 0.001). Likewise, the correlation coefficient between the total number of proteins in each species and its percentage of periodic proteins at the 5, 1, and 0.1% significance levels is 0.507, 0.683, and 0.758, respectively, with t-tests demonstrating that all these correlations are statistically significant (p < 0.001 in all three cases). These correlations are explained by the fact that eukaryotes, especially multicellular eukaryotes, tend to have larger proteomes than prokaryotes and that archaea tend to have smaller proteomes than eubacteria. M. acetivorans, which exhibits a eukaryotelike content of periodic proteins, also has the largest known archaeal proteome. Conversely, unicellular eukaryotes with little protein periodicity, such as Guillardia theta or Encephalitozoon cuniculi, also have the smallest eukaryote proteomes. This suggests not only that multicellularity requires a larger protein set than unicellularity, but that the cellular mechanisms leading to periodicity are under some kind of selection. Periodicity is either positively selected in multicellular species or selected against in unicellular species. The idea that unequal crossover is a mechanism for the generation of repeat sequences (Smith 1976) helps to explain why meiotic eukaryotes have more periodicity than the asexual prokaryotes, but it does not explain the differences between eubacteria and archaebacteria.
Within the 45 species studied here, species with larger proteomes also tend to have longer average protein sizes (r = 0.669, p < 0.001). This may be due in part to their larger complement of periodic proteins. If periodicity were produced by internal duplication within proteins, then one would expect periodic proteins to be longer than nonperiodic proteins. Correlation coefficients between average protein length in a species and its percentage of periodic proteins at the 5, 1, and 0.1% significance levels are 0.326, 0.390, and 0.492, respectively, with t-tests demonstrating that all these correlations are statistically significant, at p < 0.05, p < 0.01, and p < 0.001, respectively. These correlations are slightly weaker than the others described above, but this is to be expected since duplication at short values of n may not appreciably lengthen a protein. Although the general conclusion of this paper is that periodicity is under natural selection, the presence of apparently nonfunctional residual periodicity in some proteins, such as 1A8P mentioned above, and the tendency of average protein length in a species to correlate with the content of periodic proteins do suggest that the neutralist theory may be correct in its proposed mechanism, i.e., internal duplication of short n-mers, if not in its ''big bang'' scenario. Splitting the ''big bang'' into a series of small and relatively rare ongoing ''little bangs,'' superimposed on a more general random origins hypothesis with active natural selection on the resulting periodicities, seems to be most consonant with the existing data.
Smith (1976) simulated a 500-bp DNA sequence evolving over 200 generations with varying degrees of mutation and unequal crossover permitted. Figure 2 of Smith (1976) shows a starting random sequence and a typical product after 200 cycles of simulation. These data were reanalyzed using our algorithm, and the random sequence was found to have a maximum periodicity of z = 1.4 at n = 13, whereas after 200 cycles it has developed a maximum periodicity of z = 44.5 at n = 5. It is not possible to establish a significance threshold here since only a single control is compared against a single result, but it is clear that an increase of over 30-fold in z-score is due to a remarkable increase in periodicity, which is also visible to the naked eye. The implication of this is that periodicity can evolve from a random starter set providing that there is a mechanism for generation of short duplications, in this case unequal crossover. It would be interesting to recode the simulation (Smith 1976 ) and vary the parameters of mutation and unequal crossover to confirm the circumstances under which the random origins hypothesis could result in the spontaneous appearance of periodicity. Unequal crossover as a mechanism for the generation of repeats has a positive feedback component, since the creation of a repeat region also increases the probability of pairing at the next round of sister chromatic exchange and, thereby, the chances of another unequal exchange and further expansion of the repeat region. It is tempting to speculate that such a process is more likely in sexually reproducing eukaryotes, where meiosis gives a greater opportunity for crossover events. Prokaryotic recombination does not occur directly between genomes but only between genomes and plasmids, phages, or other elements horizontally transmitting genetic material between their hosts. Those unicellular eukaryotes that are relatively periodicity poor, such as the yeasts Encephalitozoon and Guillardia, have life cycles where meiosis does not occur in every generation (Canning 1988; Cushion 2004) .
The most intriguing question is perhaps not why many species have periodic proteins, but why many archaea seem to be virtually devoid of them, or at least have them at a greatly impoverished level, in comparison with eubacteria and, especially, eukaryotes. The kinds of repetitive structures shown in Fig. 5 cannot occur in many archaeal genomes, since if they did, they would be manifest as significant periodicities. For instance, in Archaeoglobus fulgidus, the strongest periodicity is z = 6.3 at n = 1. This is a methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein (O29228) which is rich in alpha helix. The second most periodic protein in this species is also a methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein (O29217) with z = 4.4 at n = 7. The third is hypothetical protein AF2031 (O28248) with z = 4.3 at n = 7 due to a coiled coil-rich region. Aside from O29228, there is no protein in Archaeoglobus fulgidus as periodic as any of the PDB structures in Fig. 5 , the least periodic of which has z = 4.7. The only protein significantly periodic at the 1% level in A. fulgidus that has a periodicity of any substantial length of n is hypothetical protein af1881 (YI81_ARCFU), where a Pfam-B_76962 domain gives a periodicity of z = 3.4 at n = 25. Four archaeal species have even lower maximum z-scores than Archaeoglobus fulgidus: Thermoplasma volcanicum (max. z = 3.2), Thermoplasma acidophilum (max. z = 3.1), Pyrococcus furiosus (max. z = 4.0), and Methanopyrus kandleri (max. z = 3.7). All of these are caused by short-range periodicities rather than periodicity of whole domains or even mediumlength repeats. It is therefore possible to say that, at least in the four or five most periodicity-poor archaeal genomes, there is a severe restriction on the permitted tertiary structures that proteins can assume.
Taken together, these results suggest that there are different mechanisms at work, in different species, regulating the production and tolerance of repeated or periodic elements within proteins. It is possible that increased functional redundancy, perhaps as a result of greater internal homeostatic complexity, in larger proteomes, means that the selective pressures on fresh internal sequence duplications are different in ''advanced'' or ''higher'' eukaryotes compared to unicellular organisms. The word ''advanced'' in this context would also extend to prokaryotes with multicellular tendencies, such as Methanosarcina and Anabaena. It is also possible that there are simply more processes at work within larger eukaryote genomes that tend to promote, or at least tolerate, internal protein sequence duplication. Either or both of these mechanisms will mean that genome evolution may be a very different process in different phylogenetic groups. Alternatively, the internal cellular genetic mechanisms may be the same in all species, but external selective pressures may be driving the proteomes in very different directions. The extreme conditions inhabited by many of the archaeal genera (e.g., Pyrococcus, Thermoplasma, Methanobacterium) may impose strong selective constraints against internal amplification of proteins.
The present study only reveals periodicities where the periodic element is between n =2 and n = 100, and where it is of equal length. Where periodic elements are separated by spacer regions of variable length, they will not be detected. Equally, periodic elements where insertion events have taken place into one of the elements, or where an internal deletion has resulted in loss of part of the element, will also be missed. Further studies could extend to longer periodic lengths simply by increasing the values of n examined. However, coping with ''ragged'' periodicities is beyond the scope of the algorithm presented here, as its very definition of periodicity is based on positional asymmetry which requires equal repeat length. Also, since periodicity is here measured across a protein as a whole, shorter regions of periodicity within a longer, mostly nonperiodic, protein may be missed. This could be addressed by the use of a sliding window. However, it should be remembered that significance thresholds would need to be recalculated afresh on shuffled sequences, as a sliding window would necessarily involve several tests on a single protein for any particular value of n. This would, however, increase the likelihood of a falsepositive result (Bonferroni 1936) and in turn would be likely to be less informative than the algorithm presented here.
